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Lockheed Martin Marks First Next
Generation Interceptor Flight Software
Delivery
Program leveraging latest digital tools, techniques to deliver code early

HUNTSVILLE, Ala., Oct. 25, 2022  – Lockheed Martin recently delivered the first flight software
package for the nation’s next-generation intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) interceptor ahead of
schedule.

Lockheed Martin’s Next Generation Interceptor (NGI) program completed its first official software
release in August 2022. The delivery of this first incremental flight software to the Missile Defense
Agency (MDA) marks a critical step on the path to flight testing and fielding.

“Our engineering team delivered this robust capability to our customer over a month early using
Lockheed Martin’s NGI Software Factory,” said Sarah Reeves, vice president of NGI at Lockheed
Martin. “The software factory enhances reliability and allows for faster development time in the
future.”

This software is critical for NGI to complete its mission: to protect the U.S. homeland from increasing
and evolving ICBM threats. The team utilized open architectures and agile processes, leveraging
development, security and operations (DevSecOps) to achieve this milestone early through our NGI
Software Factory.

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/space/space-missile-defense.html


Lockheed Martin’s NGI Software Factory

This first software delivery demonstrates that the company’s NGI Software Factory is assembled and
generating code. The software factory is a framework consisting of software development tools,
process workflows, scripts, and environments. It allows for high reliability through continuous
automated testing.

Following this first official software release – a program requirement known as Minimum Viable
Product (MVP) – the Lockheed Martin NGI team will next focus on using its software factory to
produce more code. Additional capability will be added in follow-on software releases as the team
innovates with urgency to support the warfighters defending our homeland.

In support of its work on NGI, Lockheed Martin recently broke ground on the Missile System
Integration Lab in Huntsville, Alabama. The new facility will initially be used exclusively for
development within the NGI program. The company also has career opportunities available that
support NGI.

The first Lockheed Martin NGI is forecast for delivery in FY2027.

For additional information, visit our website: www.lockheedmartin.com.

About Lockheed Martin

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin Corporation is a global security and
aerospace company that employs approximately 114,000 people worldwide and is principally
engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of
advanced technology systems, products and services.

Please follow @LMNews on Twitter for the latest announcements and news across the corporation,
and follow @LMSpace to learn more about the latest technologies, missions and people driving the
future of space.

Disclaimer statement: The views expressed are those of the Lockheed Martin Corporation and do not
constitute an endorsement by the Missile Defense Agency (MDA).
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